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The Department of Socicloc;y at the Institute of E~onoffiics 

(Siberian Branch of the Sovi~t Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk) 

has been carrying out a stutly of various f orm.s of entrepreneur

ship arising and growing in the US.SR (coop~ratives, self-employers, 

undertakings by public orGanisations etc.}. Stud~ed a.re the 

participants of these ventures, the processes at the labour 

market and the specific features of entrepreneurship in different 

economic branches (industry, science and technoloey, agriculture). 

One inquiry line is to explore the possibilities for organisation 

of a network of cooperatives as accessories of state enterprises, 

in particul.E.i.r through transformation into cooperatives of some 

enterprise subdivisions. Such cooperatives would take on them

selves all functions previously performed by the transformed 

subdivision. Cooperative-enterprise interactions are built on 

a voluntary, commercial, compromise and obligatory basis. The 

present research has had behind it very serious reasons. 

1. Without the aid from state enterprises the development 

of cooperatives r:JB.y be problematic, because: 

a) Cooperativeshave no equipment or resources of their o~n 

and are facing enormous difficulties in getting them. Production 

assets, raw and other materials are rationed, it is difficult 

to buy them and the cooperatives are charged higher prices; 

at the same time, state enterprises possess them in abwidance. 

b) Those who wieh to organise a cooperative are facing dif

£j cuJ.ty with the oricinal capital. Most people are not rich, 

credits are often unavailable or seem hazardous, whereas state 



enterprises can provide "their" cooperatives with original capital. 

c) Cooperatives also suff'er from staffine problems because they 

are not verJ rauch trusted and often ill reputed. In especially 

high demand is managerial manpower which is cru~ial for n 

cooperative•s success. According to our data, about a quarter of 

our respondents look neeatively on cooperator~ es on dishonest 

self-seeking people, GO percent feel there are cooperator~ of 

different types and only 11 procent believe that cooperators 

are honest businessmen. Over JO percent think that cooperators 

should not play an important role in the socialist economy; 

on the other hand, only 4 percent are sure that coopere.tives 

must be abolished. The negatively disposed state enterprise 

managers put obstacles to the cooperatives' attempts at staffing 

but when a cooperative spriilbs up from the enterprise subdivision 

it autoQB.tically inherits its steady team headed by a skilled 

supervisor and can benefit by the state enterprise maru1{~er.1ent 's 

favourable attitude. 

d) The bureaucratic rigidity of the Soviet society is stiflinc 

for cooperatives as hit;hly dynamic undertakine. 

e) Because of the deeply non-market character of the Soviet 

society, its economic, ideological, social, psychological, legal 

and other spheres expel the cooperative as a rtrange body, but 

for the cooperati ve-subdi "'ision it is easier to survi vc. 

But state enterprise~ are part and particle of this s1stem, 

very well adapted to it. And as one can.~ot expect instantaneous 

changes in a society, the state enterprisea,for a lone time 

ahead, will remain the chief business agents, holders and 

manar,ers of variotw rcaourcc3. If cooperativen fail to normally 
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interact with them, they would never be able to create a true 

market environoent. 

2. Further, there exists a highly urgent need to "introduce" 

market relations to the state economy sector, and one of the 

ways is to transform some state producer subdivisions into 

cooperatives. 

). Next, it is necessary to 1egalise the actually existing 

"se.milegal" market \vithin which the state enterprises are 

functioning today. The state producers pessess all resources 

but under the conditions of the absurd logistical system they 

very often find themselves in a situation of shortage when they 

are allocated wrong materials in wrong quantities at wrong times. 

Under these conditions a very stra:ige market of machines, equip

ment, materials, labour etc. arises. Acting mostly semilegally 

at this market the producers enter a large-see.le exchhnge of 

material values, but su:ffer from lack of powers and flexibility. 

The cooperatives under state roof would become very sensitive 

"feelers" (or representatives) of state producers at thie 

strange "market" helping to solve IJl8.Icy' problems. 

Therefore, the asmmption on the convenience of the "lmion" 

of state and cooperative producers arising on the basis of the 

transformation of their subdivisions seems very suitable for 

the study. 

The t~sting of a series of hypotheses in this direction is 

the subject matter of this work. The study is under way on a 

laree plant with powerful basic production and services some 

of which are fairly large (4 of them have over 200 workers each). 

The npecific technolour is such that the basic production shops 



cannot be transformed into cooperativen but the shops in services 

can. 

From this viewpoint the shops of services can be divided into 

two unequal parts. 

The first part are those most closely connected with the main 

production: two repair shops, the shop of automatic technological 

control, electric shop and chemical shops. 

The second group of service shops is not so closely connected 

with the technological process. They serve ma.inly the people 

and the plant as a whole (repair and building departments doing 

current repair of buildings and pre1nis es, the motor vehicle 

shop, canteen). 

The study is still underv1ay, its following stages have been 

already carried out: 

- familiarisation \':i th the structure of the plant ( technolo-

gical, economical, oocial, organisational etc.); 

- a not very structured interview with the plant leaders; 

- a questionnaire survey of 128 supervisors on the plant 

(80 items on conditions and opportunities for the formation of 

a network oi cooperatives). 

For 1989 and earlj 19 30 it is planned tc ca.rr:,.- out the fol· 

lowing stages of the study: 

- 8l1Alysis of tne economic ties between the plant subdivisions, 

including those to be transformed into cooperatives); 

- questionnaire surveys ~f the plant workers and members of 

the cooperatives functionine on the plant; 

- a deep-reacrdnc otructurE:d interview of cooperators, plant 

v1orkers and suporviocr:::; 
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- the ana.lysis of the obte.inecl in:fcrraa.tion, detection of 

different social groups' interests with renpect to cooperatives, 

favourable and urJ'abourable factors; the developnent of practical 

recommendations on hou to create an effective nei;l;rork of coope

ratives and check-up of their creation and r,rowth. 

The notion of interests is defined here as the most effective 

ways of the distribution of needed sati~fectiorIB: economic 

(incomes, goods, services), social (workinc conditiol'l:3 and 

opportunities for t;rowth in one's trade, education, statuses, 

human rights and social sec:n-ity), political (power). In this 

article it iR atteapted to state some hypotheses on the interests 

of different groups in the tra!'..sforrnation of service subdivi

sions into cooperatives. 

Ou.. .. tentative results sho·:1 that th.is transformation is in the 

interests of the state and society because it allown: 

- a more efficient use of all production factor~; 

- considerably higher outputs, productivity and quality; 

- the reduction in the ntmber of employees thus abetint; labour 

deficit; 

- a higher safety of the equipment. 

This assumption has been supperted by the supervisors them

selves: 37 percent indicated that finencial incentives would be 

much higher; 14 percent said thet it would be possible to solve 

the problem of the manpower deficit, 16 percent, to improve the 

quality of work, 19 percent, to cut down the time inputs. And 

only 11 percent did not find any advantace3 from this trans

formation. 
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Hov:ever it is not quite in the interests of the plant top 

me.nacers (director, vice-director, chief engineer and his assis

tant). On the one hand, they can be interested in hig.~cr effi

ciency and outputs because in this case: 

a) they are ~ore likely to get money premia; 

b) they ~ill be in a higher esteem by their superiors; 

c) they will have more opportunities for further promotions; 

d) it would be easier to manage the service shops, because 

many problems will be solved by the cooperatives therns;lves. 

However there are extremely strong counter factors: 

a) a more efficient conaW?lption of resources may di.l!linish their 

allocation from top, so that it would be necessary to cer£y 

out a ti(;ht containment policy; 

b) higher performance may automatically lead to higher plan 

quotas, to hic;her labour inputs ~ithout appropriate rewards: 

c) econor..izinr; on pay budget may lead to its "cutback" v:hile 

keeping production quottlB unchangeable; 

d) the sackinc of extra manpmvcr involves a risk that it will 

be needed but not folllhi, especially when deme.nds are made that 

a certain number of people be sent :from the enterprise to work 

on :"arms or buildine sites etc.; 

e) the "cooperativation" is unlikely to :find enthusiasm in the 

superiors or local Party leaders, such has already been their 

response; 

f) as many plant workers are opposing the transformation, 

they may refuse to support the plant leaders in the situation 

of elections. 



These interests of top manaeement of the enterprise are 

associated ma.inly ·uit!1 the fundamental tre.its of the existing 

system of raa.nagewent. In a.ddi tion to them, some speci~ic "co

operative" events occur \'!hich are forming anti-cooperative atti

tude of the rnana6ers: 

- having secondary jobs in cooperatives, many employees become 

ncooperc:tors" sometimes deliberately ignore their prinary 

job in order to 0et this assignment as the order for the coope

rative; 

- con:flict situations mt:J.y arise between the enterprise emp

loyees havinf; secondary jobs in cooperatives and the employees 

without suci1 jobs; 

- quite from the enterprise of the best perfonners who 

prefer to have joc self-control they find in the cooperative; 

- high earnincs in cooperatives lead to the devaluation of 

wages and benefits on pri."Ila.""Y jobs, and no stimulation system 

would be effective. 

·~1eighing these motives we can assume that on the whole coope

rativation of enterprise~ would be counter the interest9 of 

the enterprise I?l.:l?lagcment, though a certain motivation remains. 

A si.lnilar but some·.-rhat different struc.ture of interests was 

found among middle oupervisors. They are frightened by possible 

pressure on thee to economise all resources and by tight work 

loads due to incrceGed plan quotas, though they are not very 

much concerned about plan failure because it is not their 

personal l'£::;pom:ibili ty. The midcile supervisors a.re l1ov1eve!' 
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fridltened with impendiI1£ interperso:r~l conflicts they will 

have to settle. The opposition to coopere.tivction of this 

r;roup is also motivated by: 

a) greatly reduced chances tc steal state ta.nt,;ible values, 

do business on the side to the benefit of "rii:;ht" people thus 

making "good" connections to be used for personal or business 

purposes; 

b) great status deterioration when the supervisor becomes the 

cooperative chairman which is typically the case; 

c) worse provision of resources; 

d) fear to lose employees who may refuse to enter the coope-

rative; 

e) lack of welfare security, because no one knows what will 

become of the cooperative sector in two or three years whereas 

high-paid and dignified office of the shop supervisor provides 

a comf'ortable well-to-do in the future. 

According to the above said, the full "cooperativaticn" is 

not in the management's interests. Thus, vf seven shop super

visors only one directly supported a full transformation into 

the cooperative. But five of seven were in favour of a coopera

tive attached to the plant shop where the plant shop workers 

can have secondary jobs. This shows that cooperatives really 

have some attractive features for the shop supervisors, which 

include: 

a) a possible considerable increase of personal earnings; 

b) liberty from constraints, higher self-control; 

c) prospecto for increased physical, technoloeic~l and finan

cial resources a.a v1ell ruJ satisfaction of social neccls · 
' 
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d) greater possibilities to manipulate the pays by encouragin.£ 

better perf0rmers and punishin6 poor per~ormers, to fire and 

hire workers etc. 

These attractions are verJ strong, so L creati?lL coope-

ratives attached to plant shops this group of supervisors is 

likely to supper"..; thel!l. 

During the study two interesting points were revealed which 

should be taken as assumptions for subsequent testing. 

First, the interest in the transformation into a cooperative 

directly correlates with the degree to which the subdivision 

is related with the main production. The closer the relation

ship, the more loyal attritude toward cooperativation. And, 

conversely, the lower this relationship, the more apprehensive 

are shop supervisors of the transformation. All five super

visors of closely related shops supported the idea of e 

cooperative attached to the shop. The supervisol:!S of less 

related shops did not support the idea or even resisted it. 

The reasons include: 

a) fear that guaranteed logistics may be threetened; 

b) fear to lose guaranteed wages as these shops are more 

often than not unprofitable; 

c) fear to lose their current loose work load and be 

enforced to higher work pressure without guaranteed wages; 

d) fear to lose their chances for thefts, state property 

abuse, ma.kine "right connections" etc. {these subdivisions are 

mainly canteens, buildinc and transport shops). I:.1 case they 

are transformed into cooperative2 many of these "adve.ntace~" 

will be forfeited. 
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These fears have been by now un..mown to the shops clo.eely 

connect eel wit}:. the tech .. "1.clocice.l process (electrical shop, repai1 

shops etc.). ~heir supervisors knm·1 that they e.rn in deraand. o.nd 

feel sure. 

A certain role is played that discipline in such shops is 

more strict, they have less business on the side, their wor:ri: 

load is tighter. On the othe.i· hand, the V1ork in a coopereti ve 

will give the~ extra ea...""!lings Odoing orders from outside 

organisations which otherv1ise e.re ineccessible for them). 

Another typical point is that in most shops people ere 

interested not to liquidate the shop completely but to orga

nise a cooperative attached to it. In favour of the complete 

transfo.rrr.a.tion of the shop into a cooperative the following 

arguments have been stated: 

a) The absence of conflict bet'.1een the workers participatine 

and non-participatinc in cooperative earnings - all workers 

of the shop become members of the cooperative. 

b) The absence of the problem of "time-wasters" on the 

primary job and "brilliant performer" on the secondary job 

in the cooperative. 

c) Uo problem of holding two managine positions - supervisor 

of the ehop and chairman of the cooperative. 

However there are rather strong cowiter areuments. 

a) Many work(!rs want to retain their wages on the primary job, 

guaranteed social benefits from the enterprise and, at the 

same time, to have extra earninr.s from the cooperative (two 

wages are better than one). 

b) Some people do r;ot trust cooperati vcw and do not rnmt to 

enter thei:i. 
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c) Some understand that in cooperatives their mediocrity will 

beco:rae obvious. 

Our working assumptions concern the problems faced on the way 

of organisation of cooperatives attached to the state enterprise. 

1. Problems of logistics in~lude: 

1.1 difficulties of provision of materials. 

1.2 Disruption of current material and manpower links among 

subdivisions and enterprise which are performed now without 

accounts or pays and which in case of transformatio~ into the 

cooperative will have to be carefully detected, counted, JLade a 

stock of and paid for. This may lead to cancellation of some 

of such ties because the existing rules eithel' do not provide 

pays for such services at all, or charge too low prices. 

1.J. The danger of cooperative wiprofitability and fall of 

earnings. 

2. Management flaws. They were noted earlier in this text 

(increased plan quotas, low consumption norms etc.). 

J.J. A lot of bureaucratic barriers, absence of definite 

clear-cut procedures for the transf ormat_on of a shop into a 

cooperative; for interactions of the cooperative with other 

enterprise subdivisions, for ways ~f resolving the arising 

conflicts, the absence of the legal basis in general. 

4. Social problems such as: 

4.1 People are uncertain about the future of the cooperatives. 

4.2 The realisation of the fact that many people would be 

redundant in the cooperative. 

4.3 ~'he absence of social security for cooperatives (absence 
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of dwellines, pleces in kindercerter...s, health resort eccoramo

dations etc.) 

4.4 Possible conflicts bet¥1een erterprise employees antl 

cooperative me~bers. 

4.5 The fear of too hieh work pressure in the cooperative. 

4.6 Negetive attitude of superiors, Party bodies etc.with 

r~gard to "cooperativation". 

All this confirms the a.sstulption that the process of "coopera

tivation" needs further deep research to be do~e and recommen

dations and conditions developed. 




